BRUNCH MADE READY

OVERNIGHT OATS ........................................... 10
ALMOND MILK | DATES | MAPLE SYRUP | VANILLA CHIA SEEDS
| HOUSE MADE GRANOLA | BLUEBERRIES | TOASTED COCONUT

MORNING PARFAIT ........................................... 10
FRESH BERRIES | YOGURT | HONEY | HOUSE MADE GRANOLA

AVOCADO TOAST ............................................. 12
ADD EGG ANY STYLE $3 | ADD SALMON $6
FETA CHEESE | ESPELETTE | CRUNCHY SEEDS | ROASTED RED PEPPER
| CARAMELIZED SHALLOTS

THE OSCAR FRENCH TOAST ............................... 16
CINNAMON BRIochE | WHIPPED LEMON RICOTTA | FRESH BERRIES
| BLUEBERRY COMPOTE

PRINTERS PLATE ............................................. 16
TWO EGGS ANY STYLE | POTATOES OR FRUIT | BACON OR CHICKEN SAUSAGE | SOURDOUGH

OMELET ....................................................... 14
HAM OR VEGGIE ONELET | GOUDA | TOMATO | MUSHROOM | RED ONION
| SPINACH

THREES A PARTY ............................................. 12
BUTTERMILK PANCAKES | MAPLE SYRUP | WHIPPED BUTTER

GRAND OLE BENEDICT ...................................... 16
REPLACE HAM WITH SALMON $6
HOLLANDAISE | SHAVED HAM | ENGLISH MUFFIN

CHICKEN AND WAFFLE ...................................... 15
ADD EGG ANY STYLE $3
HOT HONEY | CRISPY CHICKEN | BUTTERMILK WAFFLES

PASTURE GREENS ............................................. 14
ADD SHRIMP $8 | ADD CRISPY CHICKEN $6
BIB LETTUCE | RAINBOW CARROTS | CHERRY TOMATO | CUCUMBER
| PICKLED WATERMELON RADOISH | GREEN GODDESS | BROCCOLINI

CUCUMBERLAND SALAD ..................................... 14
ADD SHRIMP $8 | ADD CRISPY CHICKEN $6
CAESER DRESSING | ROMAINE | PARMESAN | AVOCADO | HOUSE MADE CROUTONS

L&L BURGER .................................................. 17
SECRET SAUCE | HOUSE MADE PICKLES | AMERICAN CHEESE
| BACON JAM

CRISPY CHICKEN SANDWICH ............................. 16
ADD CRISPY AVOCADO $4
BIB LETTUCE | BEEF STEAK TOMATO | GREEN GODDESS

SANDWICH DELUXE .........................................14
BUTTER CROISSANT | BOURSIN | SHAVED HAM

*CONSUMING RAW OR UNDERCOOKED MEATS, POULTRY, SEAFOOD, SHELLFISH
OR EGGS MAY INCREASE YOUR RISK OF FOODBORNE ILLNESS.

A 2.5% CULINARY SERVICE CHARGE ON FOOD WILL BE ADDED TO YOUR BILL TO SUPPORT EQUITABLE CULINARY WAGES.